
 

This is a special keymacro to maximize and minimize the graph window. It is used
when TGraphDisplay3D is embedded in a dialog or docked application. The program
that is embedding the graph window must use this keymacro to maximize and
minimize the graph window. Sample Code: {$AppType Console} // Declare Graphics
object. var Graph: TGraphDisplay3D; function MaxGraph: Integer; begin Graph.Free;
Graph := TGraphDisplay3D.Create(Parent); Graph.Parent := IDC_GRAPH;
Graph.Width := 480; Graph.Height := 360; Graph.ZOrder2 := True; Result :=
Graph.Max; end; function MinGraph: Integer; begin Graph.Free; Graph :=
TGraphDisplay3D.Create(Parent); Graph.Parent := IDC_GRAPH; Graph.Width :=
480; Graph.Height := 360; Graph.ZOrder2 := True; Result := Graph.Min; end;
function LockGraph: Boolean; begin Graph.Free; Graph :=
TGraphDisplay3D.Create(Parent); Graph.Parent := IDC_GRAPH; Graph.Width :=
480; Graph.Height := 360; Graph.ZOrder2 := True; Result := Graph.Lock; end; //
Done. {$ENDIF} Author's Notes: This component has been developed by the TMS
Application Development Team at SourceForge.net. Developed by Martin Pardit TMS
Development Team If you think there is a need for this component, please contact us
via our SourceForge.net project page. License: LGPL. Changelog: Date: 22.10.2010
Author: Martin Pardit Subject: Implement TGraphDisplay3D component Tags: CG,3D
09.07.2013 Fix #227 When specifying parent 'NoParent' the layout is broken
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KeyMACRO is a special type of macro file. Macros are the pre-programmed
automatic scripts which can be triggered on the keyboard to perform certain tasks. The
built-in functions of the macros allow their users to execute a variety of tasks
automatically, such as opening a certain document with a specific program, printing
the file on a specific printer, or launching a specific program when a specific key is
pressed on the keyboard. Macros can be used in conjunction with programming
languages such as Visual Basic, Visual C#, VBScript, Visual C++, and many others.
Some good examples are: you can automatically print your favorite Web sites' pages,
have your computer go to the office and print your receipt, etc. A proper program for
managing macros is known as a Macro Manager. Some things to be aware of before
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installing this software: * It's not fully compatible with Windows 10, Windows Server
2016 or newer * It might crash due to a bug in the file it's scanning * It might cause
system hangs, stalls and error messages * It might cause compatibility issues with other
programs * It's written in C++ Decrypt Video Converter PRO is an advanced video
converter software that allows you to convert MP4 video files to 3GP, MP4, 3G2,
H.264 and many other popular mobile video formats. With the help of this video
converter, you can convert AVI files to 3GP, MP4, AVI, H.264, MOV, MPEG and
many other popular video formats with just a few mouse clicks. Decrypt Video
Converter PRO comes with an intuitive and easy-to-use interface, which makes it a
perfect video converter for everyone. The fast and intuitive speed makes this program
a great choice when you need to convert large video files quickly. The program has
been optimized to provide you with the best conversion speed possible. The fast mode
allows you to convert large files without problems. The new in-built scheduler allows
you to convert multiple videos on the same device without interruption. You can also
use the built-in file converter to convert audio files in MP3, AAC, OGG, WAV and
many other formats to MP3, OGG, AAC, WAV and many other popular audio
formats. Key features of Decrypt Video Converter PRO: * Decrypt Video Converter
PRO provides you with a free trial version. Once you activate the full version of the
program, you can use it for a lifetime
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